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The Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba dedicates the
2010-2011 issue of our Annual Report to former Commissioner
Dennis White Bird.

Dedication

DENNIS WHITE BIRD

Dennis White Bird is an Anishinaabe from the Rolling River
First Nation in southwest Manitoba. He left his community in
order to obtain his Bachelor of Education degree. Dennis began
teaching in 1973 for the public school system.
In 1980, Dennis started serving his home community in political office as Chief, following in the footsteps of his greatgrandfather, Chief Wapi Penaise (who was the second Treaty
Chief of the Rolling River First Nation). During his tenure
as Chief, he was a successful negotiator for the Treaty Land
Entitlement Committee of Manitoba. Rolling River First Nation
was the first community in Manitoba to receive ratification of a
Treaty Land Entitlement agreement between Canada, Manitoba,
and Rolling River.
After serving his community for 18 years, Dennis entered the
national political milieu, in 1998, as the Manitoba Regional
Chief for the Assembly of First Nations. As Regional Chief
for the AFN, Dennis was appointed the Executive Member in
charge of Treaties. In addition, he was actively involved in the
promotion and retention of First Nation languages.
In 2000, Dennis was elected the Grand Chief of the Assembly
of Manitoba Chiefs. During his tenure as Grand Chief, Dennis
showed a strong interest in promoting First Nations youth
issues and worked closely with the Manitoba First Nations
Youth Council.

As part of the Research Mandate of the TRCM, Dennis engaged
in a partnership between the TRCM and AMC to conduct oral
history research into the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship.
He, along with the joint AMC/TRCM research team, conducted
14 focus groups, 6 community forums, and 62 follow-up interviews with 228 First Nation Elders in Manitoba. The culmination of this research is the proposed Treaty Elders’ Teachings
Series – a four volume series of Elders quotes.
Under the Public Education Mandate of the TRCM, Dennis
was instrumental in the development of the TRCM Speakers
Bureau which makes presentations to schools, organizations,
and governments. He also laid the foundation for the Treaty
Education Initiative which developed the Treaties and Treaty
Relations Resource Guides for Grades 5 & 6 for inclusion in
the Manitoba Provincial curriculum.
In 2010, Dennis re-entered private life but still maintains direct involvement in Treaty Education as an active member of
TRCM Speakers Bureau, by making presentations to schools,
governments, and organizations on the Treaties and Treaty
Relationship.
The TRCM, AMC Council of Elders and Partners of the
TRCM wish to thank Dennis for his continued support, guidance and dedication in promoting awareness of the Treaties
within Manitoba.

In 2005, Dennis was appointed as the first Treaty Commissioner
for the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba by a federal Order-in-Council. The appointment was a natural progression for an individual who had shown great interest and
dedication to the fulfillment of the true spirit and intent of the
Treaty Relationship.
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Message from the
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs
Boozhoo! Tansi! Aaniin! Ho! Han! Wotziye!
On behalf of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, an official partner to the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba,
I acknowledge the out-going first TRCM Treaty Commissioner, Dennis White Bird for his past leadership and
vision in laying the foundation set out in the Memorandum of Agreement to strengthen, rebuild and enhance
the Treaty relationship. As well, I acknowledge and welcome Joe Hyslop the new Elder representative from the
Northlands Denesuline Treaty 10 territory who joined the Council of Elders last fall.
AMC through the different Leadership Tables, Council of Elders and staff will continue to forge ahead on building a strong working relationship with the TRCM. We congratulate and look forward to working with James
Wilson who was recently re-appointed as Treaty Commissioner for a three year term.
The TRCM concluded its five year mandate on March 31, 2011 and received Federal Order-in-Council on the
existing MOA (signed Nov.03) for a three year term effective April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2014. The AMC will
continue to work with the federal representatives of INAC to ensure that the MOA provisions are implemented
to the satisfaction of both Parties.
During the past year, the AMC Executive Council of Chiefs and Chiefs-In-Assembly have been engaged in several
discussions on the TRCM as directed through resolutions carried in January 2011 on hosting a Treaty Roundtable,
appointing a Treaty Commissioner and establishing a Facilitated Education Table. I thank the Chiefs Task Force
on TRCM: Chief Norman Bone, Chief Derek Nepinak and Chief Arlen Dumas for the commitment in overseeing the Impact Evaluation of Treaty Commissions, Renewal Process and Governance.
Pursuant to the MOA Accountability Framework, in particular the Governance Structure, AMC participates in
all TRCM Committees. I wish to express my appreciation to key staff assigned to work with the TRCM: Irene
Linklater, Shirley Fontaine and Gail Flett for their continued commitment and dedication to ensuring there is a
strong partnership and relationship from AMC.
I extend my sincerest thanks to all for their hard work and commitment in the achievement through joint partnerships on the new Treaty Education Learning kit that will be implemented in grades 5 and 6 in all Manitoba
schools this fall. As well, I am thankful for the publication of Untuwe Pi Kin He – Who We Are: Treaty Elders’
Teachings – Volume I that was made possible with the generous support of the Treaty Relations Commission of
Manitoba, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and Canadian Heritage.
“The Treaty-making process has always been important for First Nations people, as we view Treaties as living
agreements which need to be recognized and renewed on a regular basis. Treaties Education provides an opportunity for all Manitobans, especially our youth, future generations and new Canadians to understand the spirit
and intent of the numbered Treaties, specifically 1 to 11, to understand the honour of the Crown in this relationship and the Treaties are the foundation on which both Canada and Manitoba have been built.”
Ekosani,
Ron Evans, Grand Chief
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs
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Message from the Minister of
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development
It is my great pleasure to acknowledge and applaud the achievements of the Treaty Relations Commission of
Manitoba (TRCM) over the past year.
The TRCM continues to achieve great success in the area of public education. Through its Treaty Education
Initiative for Grades 5 and 6 and its Treaty Elders teaching series, the TRCM is spreading its important message, “We Are All Treaty People,” to classrooms across the province.
From its work on Treaty Awareness Week to its panel discussions on treaties with presenters from its Speakers
Bureau, the TRCM is helping to build a better understanding of historic treaties and treaty relationships and to
reconcile the relationship between First Nations and Manitobans.
This year the TRCM has once again forged new strategic partnerships. New partners to support the Commission’s
many initiatives include the Canadian Human Rights Commission, the Manitoba Human Rights Commission
and the Treaty Land Entitlement Committee of Manitoba.
I want to commend the TRCM on the tremendous work it has done to date to bring the living history of treaties to the public and into the classrooms. I look forward to future opportunities for strong partnerships as we
move forward together.

THE HONOURABLE JOHN DUNCAN, PC, MP
Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development
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Message from the
City of Winnipeg
It is with great pleasure that I acknowledge the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba’s (TRCM) hard
work and dedication over the past 5 years. I thank former Commissioner Dennis White Bird for his contributions to the community and I look forward to working with new Commissioner James Wilson during
the TRCM’s renewed mandate.
The City of Winnipeg is located in Treaty #1 territory. It is important that we recognize this as a part of our
vibrant history and the foundation for a strong future.
In an effort to strengthen, rebuild, and enhance the Treaty Relationship, the TRCM has been actively engaged in public education, research, and facilitation. This has provided many discussions and opportunities
to create awareness to all citizens of Winnipeg that “We Are All Treaty People”, thus increasing interest in
the Treaties between First Nations and the Crown as well as enhancing the Treaty Relationship.
Together, the TRCM and City of Winnipeg have been engaged in dialogue and educational opportunities
to ensure that First Nation and non-First Nation citizens understand the obligations, benefits, rights, and
responsibilities that flow from the Treaties.
As Mayor and Secretary of Urban Aboriginal Affairs, I support the ongoing work of the TRCM to expand
upon the knowledge and understanding of the Treaties and Treaty Relationship.
Sam Katz, Mayor
The City of Winnipeg
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Message from the AMC
Treaty Portfolio Chair
As the Treaty Portfolio Chair it is my honour to congratulate the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba
(TRCM) in its endeavour to enhance, rebuild, and strengthen the Treaty Relationship these past 5 years. I
want to take the time to thank former Commissioner Dennis White Bird for the efforts and initiatives he put
forward during his tenure as Commissioner. I also want to welcome our newest Commissioner James Wilson
to the TRCM and wish him success in guiding and continuing the success of the TRCM.
Treaties are foundational documents to the history of this province and country. Treaties are the highest expression of a respectful relationship – a living, breathing partnership that compels us to work together for a
better future. The Chiefs-in-Assembly recognize that the work done by the TRCM is essential to fostering
knowledge and understanding of the rights and responsibilities that flow from the Treaties benefit both parties.
The Treaties were entered into by the First Nation ancestors based on the following principles – respect, relationships, recognition, and responsibility. The TRCM embodies these principles and desires to create a positive legacy. As the TRCM moves forward into its next mandate, I would like to extend the sincerest wish of
success for the fulfilment of its goal to enhance, rebuild, and strengthen the Treaty Relationship.
Gakina Gidagwii’igoomin Anishinaabeg (We Are All Treaty People)
CHIEF NORMAN BONE, TREATY NO. 2
Keeseekoowenin First Nation
Treaty Portfolio Chair, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs
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Message from the
AMC Council of Elders
It is our great pleasure to acknowledge excellent work that has been achieved by the Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba (TRCM) in its first 5 year mandate to enhance, rebuild, and strengthen the
Treaty Relationship. The task was accomplished through the Public Awareness Campaign, Speakers
Bureau, Learning Centre, Treaty Education Initiative, Facilitated Discussions, Research, and Partnership
Development.
We, the AMC Council of Elders, would like to welcome and congratulate James Wilson from Opaskwayak
as the newly appointed Commissioner. We extend our sincerest wish of success for the fulfillment of his
mandate. The AMC Council of Elders would like to commend the TRCM staff on the outstanding work
they have completed to date.
The TRCM has achieved its objective of making the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship more informative, effective, and interesting specifically with the Treaty Education Initiative. We were honoured, excited,
and proud to be asked to participate in this endeavour by the TRCM. The goal of the Treaty Education
Initiative (TEI) is to provide Treaty education to all students in Manitoba, from Kindergarten through to
Grade 12. The outcome of this initiative is that all Manitoba students should be expected to demonstrate
knowledge of key topics, concepts and understandings of the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship by the
end of Grade 12. The TEI has been piloted in 15 schools across the province and has been well received.
In addition, we are proud to announce the publication of Volume I of the Treaty Elders’ Teachings series
“Untuwe Pi Kin He (Who We Are)”. While we recognize that identity is multifaceted this volume is not
intended to be a comprehensive study but to support First Nations understandings of who they are and to
share some of the teachings of our contemporary Elders.
The AMC Council of Elders welcomed the newly appointed Treaty 10 representative Joe Hyslop from
the Northlands Denesuline First Nation and look forward to working with this new Elder. This past year
we bid a fond farewell to Treaty 6 representative Angus Linklater from Mathais Colomb First Nation who
served on the council since 2005, we thank you for all your contributions and support. Looking forward to
the future, as we continue our work with the TRCM, the AMC Council of Elders wish continued success
to the TRCM in its many activities.
Miigwech, Ekosani, Wopida, Masicho.
ELDER JAMES COTE, TREATY NO. 4
Waywayseecappo First Nation
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Message from the
AMC Youth Council
The AMC Manitoba First Nations Youth Council would like to congratulate the Treaty Relations Commission
of Manitoba on its successful first 5 year mandate to enhance, rebuild, and strengthen the Treaty Relationship.
We thank former Commissioner Dennis White Bird for his leadership and welcome the newly appointed
James Wilson as Commissioner.
The First Nation Youth of Manitoba have been receptive to the Public Awareness Campaign the TRCM
has engaged in and the message “We Are All Treaty People” put forward. We also are excited about the
Treaty Education Initiative which will provide Treaty and Treaty Relationship curriculum for students
from Kindergarten to Grade 12.
The AMC Manitoba First Nations Youth Council looks forward to continuing to work with the TRCM.
JERRY DANIELS, CO-CHAIR
Regional Representative
AMC Manitoba First Nations Youth Council
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Message from the
Treaty Commissioner
I am very pleased to present the Treaty Relations Commission of
Manitoba (TRCM) 2010-2011 Annual Report. As you will see in
the report the TRCM has had a very stimulating and extremely
productive year.
As the newly appointed Treaty Commissioner for Manitoba, it is
my duty to articulate the role of the TRCM. Created by the Canada
and the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) in June of 2005,
The TRCM is a neutral organization with a mandate to facilitate
public understanding of the importance and role of the Treaties
and the Treaty Relationship in the development of Manitoba and
Canada. During the past year, I have had the opportunity to meet
with the partners (AMC and Canada), political organizations, political parties, Elders, Youth, Community Leaders, and individuals
to introduce myself as well as continue the work of the TRCM.
In 2010-2011, the TRCM focused its efforts specifically on public
education and achieved many deliverables: the Treaty Education
Initiative, Treaty Elders Teachings Series, the Historical Atlas of
First Nations in Manitoba Portfolio, Treaty Awareness Week, and
Panel Discussions. Each of these public education initiatives provide a solid foundation from which understanding will flow of
how the Treaties between First Nations and the Crown make a
stronger and healthier nation.
In addition to the existing partnerships the TRCM has created, we
continue to pursue a number of strategic partnerships with First
Nation and non-First Nation organizations in Manitoba, most recently with the Canada Human Rights Commission, the Manitoba
Human Rights Commission, and the Treaty Land Entitlement
Committee of Manitoba. Each of these partnerships will explore
the importance of the Treaties and Treaty Relationship in hope
to assist each of these organizations and their partners to better
serve and understand First Nation peoples, their customs, traditions, and their communities.

Acting as a neutral body, the TRCM has been afforded opportunities to be an independent facilitator in an effort to bring parties
together to discuss Treaties and related topics. The highlight of
this past fiscal year was the Facilitated Discussion: Education
in the Treaty Context. This event had participants from AMC,
INAC, Manitoba Education, Manitoba First Nations Education
Resource Centre, and Assembly of First Nations. The goal of this
event was to begin to work together to develop strategies that will
increase the quality of education for all on reserve Manitoba First
Nation students.
The TRCM has received tremendous support and encouragement
from all sectors with a compelling desire to work together to
spread understanding of the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship.
I would like to thank former Commissioner Dennis White Bird
for building a positive foundation from which we can all move
forward.
I would like to encourage everyone to continue taking advantage of our Learning Centre, Speakers Bureau, and website. Please let us know if you have a group, organization,
or students who might be helped by an introduction to the
Spirit and Intent of the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship.
Strengthening the Treaty Relationship is integral to the future
prosperity of Manitoba and Canada. A strong relationship creates
certainty, certainty attracts investment both economic and social,
and investment creates opportunities, employment, and a bright
future for First Nations, Manitobans, and Canadians.

Ekosani,
We Are All Treaty People!
JAMES B. WILSON
Treaty Commissioner
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About the Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba
On November 19, 2003, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) and the Government of
Canada signed a historic Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) that recognized the need for
the establishment of a Treaty Relations Commission in Manitoba (TRCM) to address Treaty
issues. This agreement is intended to be inclusive of all First Nation communities within
Manitoba. In June 2005, through an Order-in-Council, the Treaty Relations Commission of
Manitoba was created. On June 1, 2005, Dennis White Bird was appointed as Commissioner
of the newly formed TRCM.
public understanding of the importance and role of Treaty making in building a stronger and healthier nation.
After five years of successful service Commissioner White
Bird’s appointment expired at the TRCM. In June 2010, through
a Federal Order-in-Council, James Wilson was appointed as the
new Treaty Commissioner for the TRCM.

James B. Wilson, B.A. (University of Winnipeg), U.S.T.C (California
State University, Sacramento), M.Ed. (University of Manitoba)
James (Jamie) holds a multicultural/multi-subject teaching credential and has teaching
experience from K through 12. He has been a school counsellor, a curriculum developer
and a cultural awareness trainer. James has experience conducting various sports camps,
classes in survival, land navigation, subsistence living and group counselling.
Jamie served in the U.S. Army’s Special Operations receiving the award of Distinguished
Honour Graduate. He received his US Jump Wings, British and Canadian Parachutist Wings
and was placed on the 2nd Ranger Battalion Super Squad Award for athletic distinction. He
was a member of Canada’s National Age Group Triathlon team and received both provincial
and national environmental awards for his outdoor education program at Joe A. Ross School
on Opaskwayak Cree Nation. He was selected as Citizen of the Year for the community of
The Pas in 2008.

Profile

The TRCM is a neutral body, created through an equal partnership between the AMC and Government of Canada with a mandate to strengthen, rebuild and enhance the Treaty Relationship
and mutual respect as envisaged by the Treaty parties. The
Commission will enhance and maintain positive intergovernmental relations and cooperation, conduct independent research
that advances discussion on Treaty related issues and facilitate

As a Traditionalist, James has advocated for the equality of women in ceremony and in leadership. He was specifically honoured in the Manitoba Legislature in April of 2010 for his
outstanding accomplishments while Director of Education for the Opaskwayak Education
Authority. On June 19, 2010 through a Federal Order-in-Council, James was appointed as the
second Treaty Commissioner for the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba.
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TRCM Accountability Framework
The following organizational chart reflects the accountability framework of the TRCM:

AMC Grand Chief

Minister of INAC

Treaty Commissioner
Joint Steering Officials
Committee (JSOC)

Operation Management
Committee (OMC)

Treaty Relations Commission
of Manitoba (TRCM)

Technical Working
Group (TWG)

Within this structure, the Grand Chief of the AMC and the •
Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs have overall responsibility for the work of the Treaty Commissioner.
•
The TRCM is also accountable to:
•

Strengthening, rebuilding and enhancing the Treaty
Relationship;

The TRCM’s mandate is to focus on enhancing and improving •
Treaty Relations and government cooperation through:

The Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba shall be
based on mutual respect, operating at arms-length from the
parties as a neutral body.

•

Public Education;
Research; and

A Joint Official Steering Committee (JSOC) comprised of • Facilitation.
two senior executives from INAC and two senior executives from AMC who provide direction and advice to the trcm principles
Treaty Commissioner;
The TRCM, AMC and the Government of Canada are guided
• A Operational Management Committee (OMC) comprised by the following principles:
of representatives from INAC, AMC, and the TRCM who • Treaties are a fundamental part of the relationship between
provide policy direction to the Treaty Commissioner and
First Nations Treaty signatories and the Crown;
TRCM; and
• The involvement of First Nations Elders is a fundamental
• A Technical Working Group (TWG) comprised of members
part of maintaining the honour of the Crown in its relations
from INAC, AMC and the TRCM who provide advice on the
with First Nations;
operational requirements of the TRCM.
• Recognition that the Treaty Relationship is dynamic and
will evolve over time; and
trcm mandate
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About the Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba
Council of Elders
The Council of Elders is fundamental to the work of the Treaty Relations Commission of
Manitoba. The Elders are historians, teachers, spiritual caregivers, language experts, and
advisors. With the input, support and guidance of the Elders the TRCM is able to address
specific Treaty language and knowledge to ensure deeper understandings in the TRCM research initiatives such as: the Manitoba Treaties Oral History Project and the Historical Atlas
of First Nations in Manitoba. In addition to the research initiatives the Council of Elders have
advised in curriculum development, leadership forums, and participated as members of the
TRCM Speakers Bureau.

The current members of the Council of Elders are:

Treaty No. 1
Wayne Scott
(Swan Lake)

Treaty No. 2
Harry Bone
(Keeseekoowenin)

Treaty No. 3
Helen Cobiness
(Buffalo Point)

Treaty No. 4
James Cote
(Waywayseecappo)

Treaty No. 5
Elder William Lathlin
(Opaskwayak)

Treaty No. 5 Adhesion
D’Arcy Linklater
(Nisichawayasihk)

Treaty No. 10
Joe Hyslop
(Northlands)

Dakota Nations –
Doris Pratt
(Sioux Valley)
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Elder Bone - Speakers Bureau Presentation – March 2, 2011
be honoured and remain a vital source of historical evidence.
Their interpretations of the historical context of Treaties and the
Treaty Relationship and their relevance to the present continue
to guide the work of the Commission.

Elder William G. Lathlin
(January 28, 1941)
Elder Lathin’s first teachers were his parents Liz and George Lathlin and his grand
parents Horace Whitehead and Mary Lathlin. In his early years, William was raised
along with three sisters and three brothers in the winter camps. He learned to trap, fish,
and hunt on traditional territories. He attended the Prince Albert Residential School
from 1950-54.
Elder Lathlin married Myra Personius and raised 5 children. To support his family he upgraded
his academic skills and began work in different trades as an apprentice, helper, and earned a
Millwright Red Seal in the 1970’s. He was also one of the first Native Special Constables hired
for work in his home community of Opaskwayak. He sponsored his own Diploma in Business
Management and from those courses he learned about economy, business, and politics.

Profile

The TRCM’s work in the past five years has focused on public
education, research, and facilitation. It is important to note that
written into the MOA and one of the guiding principles of the
Commission is the involvement of First Nation Elders is fundamental to the work of the
TRCM. We would like
to take this opportunity
to thank the First Nation
Elders of Manitoba
and the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs Council
of Elders for their commitment, dedication, and
support. The Elders conAMC Council of Elders –
tinue to be an integral comApril 2010
ponent of all the work that
the TRCM does. Their involvement is the TRCM’s commitment
to ensuring that our oral tradition and oral histories continue to

He was a Band Councillor for Opaskwayak for 24 years from 1974 to 1997. He was also Chief
of Opaskwayak Cree Nation from 1997-1999. William soon after became Director of the
McGillivary Care Home for five years until his retirement. William always involved himself
throughout his adult life in matters of health, education, economic and social development
(Otineka Mall, Joe A. Ross School, Kikiwak Inn) for Opaskwayak. William is currently developing a land based/traditional teachings program for disengaged youth in his community.
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About the Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba
Then and Now: What is a Treaty Commissioner?

H

By Robert J. Talbot

istorically, Treaty Commissioners
were individuals commissioned by the government
to negotiate Treaties with First Nation people on behalf of the Crown. In theory, a Treaty Commissioner could be
just about anyone, from a government bureaucrat to an HBC
trader, so long as they received the official appointment. But
in the negotiation of the Numbered Treaties of the 1870s that
cover almost all of present-day Manitoba, First Nation leaders
increasingly insisted that the leading commissioner in negotiations must be a direct representative of the Crown. In this capacity, the Lieutenant-Governor was ideally situated, both as
a de-facto representative of the Crown and someone who, by
virtue of his office, was ostensibly neutral in that his position
existed at arms-length from the government.
Alexander Morris, Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba from
1872 to 1877, led the negotiations of Treaties 3-5, and the renegotiation of Treaties 1 and 2, which collectively, cover almost all of present-day Manitoba. Morris quickly discovered
that it was not enough for a Treaty
Commissioner to simply negotiate a
covenant; the Treaty promises must
be fulfilled and the new relationship
of reciprocity between First Nations
and Newcomers upheld.
As Treaty Commissioner, he strove
to ensure that the lines of communication between First Nations, government, and the Crown remained
open: he negotiated new Treaties
and renegotiated old Treaties where
misunderstandings had occurred; he Alexander Morris
liaised with officials and Chiefs in Manitoba to troubleshoot
the logistical challenges of Treaty implementation; he repeatedly met with Chiefs and Councillors to hear their concerns
and to inform them of the priorities of the government; he explained to the government the priorities of the government; and
he continuously promoted a flexible interpretation of the Treaty
Relationship, lobbying for understanding and greater resources
to make implementation of Treaty promises possible.

Indian Treaty Medal, 1873
The title of “Treaty Commissioner” fell out of use after the completion of the Numbered Treaties in the 1920s, by which time
Lieutenant-Governors no longer served in the role. But it has
been revived in recent decades. In 1989, the federal government
and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations established
the Office of the Treaty Commissioner (OTC). British Columbia
and Manitoba followed suit, with the creation of the BC Treaty
Commissioner (1992) and the Treaty Relations Commission
of Manitoba (2005). All three have Treaty Commissioners of
their own.
Much in the spirit of the Treaty Commissioners of over a century earlier, the modern commissioners are intended to operate as relatively neutral, arms-length observers and facilitators.
While the roles vary between provinces, on balance, modern
Treaty Commissioners are entrusted with: facilitating the negotiation of new agreements and revisiting old agreements where
misunderstanding or serious disagreement have occurred; fostering research and discussion of Treaty issues;
and educating public and
private stakeholders and
Canadians generally about
the Spirit and Intent of the
Treaty relationship.

Indian Reserve Plans, 1889
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Public Education
The TRCM strives to be the hub for all Treaty information through services like the Speakers
Bureau, Learning Centre, TRCM Resource Centre, and its website. The TRCM’s work
is cyclical:
1. Education; look at what information exists, provide and
share information and find gaps which leads to…
2. Research into those identified gaps; then the research can
be used for…
3. New facilitation opportunities.

Public Education
Independent Research
Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba
Mandate
Facilitation

Partnerships

The TRCM continues to work with its current Partners to maintain their relationships. Throughout the course of the TRCM’s
mandate partnerships were successfully secured with the following organizations and businesses in the following chronological order:
•

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police “D” Division –
November 22, 2007

•

Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre – May
23, 2008

•

Aboriginal Leadership Institute, Inc. now known as the
Indigenous Leadership Development Institute, Inc. –
October 23, 2008

•

Parks Canada – November 7, 2008

•

Manitoba Conservation – November 17, 2008

•

Brandon University – December 10, 2008

•

Red River College – May 8, 2009

•

Winnipeg Police Services – May 27, 2009

•

Riding Mountain National Park and the Coalition of First
Nations with interests in Riding Mountain National Park
– June 17, 2009

•

University College of the North – October 28, 2009

The Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba (TRCM) is
a neutral body, created through a partnership between the
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) and Canada with a mandate to strengthen, rebuild and enhance the Treaty Relationship
and mutual respect as envisaged by the Treaty parties.
In the essence of which the TRCM was created; partnerships
have been a major objective and focal point of the current
TRCM mandate. The TRCM recognizes partnerships as having the ability to make great changes in main stream society as
knowledge and information is received about the Treaties and
the Treaty Relationship. By bringing organizations together,
building awareness and creating relationships, the partnerships
created by and with the TRCM are unique and continue to
evolve as understanding about the Treaties is achieved.
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Public Education
A Partnership Protocol has been developed to assist in developing and solidifying Partnerships in a consistent and meaningful
way. The Protocol identifies ‘steps’ in creating, solidifying and
maintaining external relations with new and potential Partners.
Each of the TRCM’s Partnerships are unique and provides a
greater opportunity to strengthen, rebuild and enhance the
Treaty Relationship with the assistance of the newly acquired
Partner. During the ceremony at each Partnership Signing it is
custom that the Treaty Commissioner and leader of the partnering organization bring remarks on behalf of the organizations
and why a partnership was sought between them.
The TRCM continues to engage organizations, groups, community members, leaders and businesses in discussions as identified
in the Outreach Plan. Due to those conversations in the current
fiscal year the TRCM has had the opportunity to generate a tripartite partnership with the Canadian Human Rights Commission
and Manitoba Human Rights Commission on April 27, 2010 during a Think Tank session titled Widokodadiwin – We All Work
Together held at Red River College. As the partnership progresses,
the parties will determine what topics and themes of future ‘think
tanks/round tables’ to be conducted to further explore Human and
Treaty rights.
Further, the TRCM has engaged the Treaty Land Entitlement
Committee of Manitoba (commonly known as TLEC) in dialogue with respect to supporting shared values and objectives,
creating joint initiatives that support working relationships between the public and the organizations and promoting public

CHRC – MHRC – TRCM Partnership signing, April 20, 2010
understanding of Treaties and the Treaty Relationship within
Manitoba. The official Signing Ceremony was at the TLEC
Annual General Meeting in Opaskwayak Cree Nation on March
20, 2011.
The TRCM and the University of Winnipeg (U of W) are working to solidify a formal Partnership to affirm the commitment
of the parties to on-going dialogue and to establish a framework for collaboration to enhance Treaty education through the
expertise of both the TRCM and the U of W. The partnership
has many facets; the TRCM and U of W with the support of
the TRCM/AMC Council of Elders are exploring opportunities
for collaboration particularly with the Indigenous Governance
Program. This may include development of undergraduate and
graduate courses on the subject of Treaties. The Memorandum
of Understanding is currently being finalized.

TLEC – TRCM Partnership signing, March 20, 2011
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Treaty Education Initiative

and understandings of the Treaties and Treaty Relationship by
the end of grade 12. As a first step in this process, the partners
have worked to develop new classroom instructional materials on the Treaties and Treaty Relationship beginning with a
Teacher Guide at the Grade 5 and Grade 6 levels. By engaging
students in dialogue on Treaties and the Treaty Relationship,
Manitoba students will be better able to actively engage as citizens with a stronger understanding of the Treaties as a fundamental building block of Canada and the Treaty Relationship.

October Teachers Inservice – Treaty Education Initiative,
October 28, 2010

The Treaties and Treaty Relationship: Teacher Guides for
Grades 5 & 6 are intended to complement the existing Manitoba
Social Studies curriculum by enhancing and enriching the students’ learning experience. It will give teachers a Treaty education learning resource that contains foundation-building information on the Treaties, their place in Manitoba’s history, and the
benefits of the Treaty Relationship to all Canadians. The Grades
5 & 6 Treaty Education Kit contains the teacher resource guide
with a set of lesson plans, outside links to additional learning
resources, and a variety of learning resources that can be used
in the delivery of Treaty education in the classroom.

The TRCM in partnership with the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs (AMC), Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC),
Manitoba Education (ME), and the Manitoba First Nations
Education Resource Centre (MFNERC) have made a commitment to work together to increase the knowledge and understanding of Treaties and the Treaty Relationship for all students
in Manitoba.
The Treaty Education Initiative is one component of the public
education mandate of the TRCM. The AMC Council of Elders
has made significant contributions to the development of the
resources in the Treaty Education Kit which is the framework
for the Treaty instructional materials. The Council of Elders
continue to be directly involved in the initiative.
The goal of this initiative is that all Manitoba students should
be expected to demonstrate knowledge of the topics, concepts,

Curriculum Development
Cynthia Bird

The TRCM held an in-service workshop to familiarize teachers with the newly developed kits on October 28-29, 2010. The
experience indicated that Treaty education training in-service
for classroom teachers is vital to the implementation of Treaty
education in classrooms. The in-service provided all teachers
with an opportunity to have an understanding of the importance
of teaching about the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship in

Profile

Cynthia Bird is from the Peguis First Nation in Manitoba. She has been involved in the field
of education and training since 1981 working in Manitoba directly with First Nations,
urban groups, and various mainstream school divisions, education institutions and governments. Specific work experience has been in the areas of research, student counselling services, community adult education, special education, adult literacy and workplace education, curriculum development with a specific cultural focus, and organization
development and administration. Since 1995, she has been self-employed as a Facilitator/
Consultant, working primarily on contract with various clients both in Manitoba, Alberta
and Ontario. With her relocation to Calgary, Alberta in 2004, she has continued to work with
primarily not-for-profit urban Aboriginal organizations and other mainstream service delivery agencies, and post-secondary institutions. She continues to retain clients in Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario.
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Public Education
classrooms. They expressed that they needed the training to prepare them for taking the Treaty Education Kit into their classrooms, and to give them comfort in how to utilize the materials
to complement the existing mandated curriculum.
The Treaties and Treaty Relationship: Teacher Guides for
Grades 5 & 6 were piloted in 6 First Nation and 9 provincial
schools from November 2010 to January 2011. The success
of the pilot project was measured by the classroom teachers’
positive feedback on the kit materials and their suggestions for
enhancing the resource materials. With completion of the pilot,
the Teacher Guides will now be available for broader distribution to Manitoba schools, which is targeted for September 2011.
First Nations Schools
1.

Chief Sam Cook School, Tataskweyak Cree Nation

2.

Charles Sinclair School, Fisher River Cree Nation

3.

Joe A. Ross School, Opaskwayak Cree Nation

4.

Petit Casmir Memorial School, Denesuline First Nation

5.

Sioux Valley School, Sioux Valley Dakota Nation

6.

Lake Manitoba School, Lake Manitoba Treaty 2 First Nation

Overall, the pilot experience indicated that the participating
classroom teachers and divisional consultants/support teachers
were very positive and appreciative of the new Treaty education resources and materials that were being made available to
them. They reported that the Kit was well received by students
in all classrooms and that the resources and materials allowed
the teachers to be flexible in the approaches they could take to
introducing Treaty education into their classrooms. The feedback from the teachers’ interaction with the Treaty Education
Kit has continued to guide the ongoing development of the
Treaty Education Initiative.
As a whole, the pilot experience has been positive. It affirmed
the need to have Treaty education training in-servicing as a vital component of the implementation of Treaty education in the
classrooms. It also generated interest from other schools which
has created a demand for the Kit.

Provincial Schools/Divisions/Districts
1.

Centennial School, Sunrise School Division

2.

Ralph Brown School, WSD#1

3.

Sister MacNamara School, WSD#1

4.

Ecole Golden Gate Middle School, St. James Assiniboia
School Division

5.

Helen Betty Osborne School, Norway House Frontier
School Division

6.

Wanipigow School, Hollow Water Frontier School Division

7.

Constable Finney School, Seven Oaks School Division

8.

Arthur E. Wright School, Seven Oaks School Division

9.

William Whyte School, Winnipeg School Division

Facilitators at Teachers Inservice, October 28, 2010

Commissioner and Elders at Teachers Inservice,
October 28, 2010
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We are all Treaty People Campaign
The public awareness campaign entitled “We Are All Treaty
People” is in print and television media. In partnership with
CTV-Winnipeg the TRCM developed a series of 5 relationship
building message commercials:
•

Share the land;

•

Treaties in the Modern Context;

•

The Royal Proclamation of 1763;

•

Oral History; and

•

Treaties and Education.

The intent of the campaign is to plant a seed in the hearts and
minds of all Manitobans to create dialogue about Treaty and
the Treaty Relationship and to consider what it means to them.
It is the goal of the TRCM to ensure that all people understand this message – the Treaties negotiated between the First
Nations and the Crown were made in the spirit of coexistence
and the Treaty Relationship established is based on the following

President of the University
of Winnipeg Lloyd
Axworthy and Edward
Daniels, a prize-winning
powwow dancer, shake
hands as they each
share in the benefits and
obligations of Treaty No. 1.
principles: respecting each others’ sovereignty, developing a
kinship-based relationship with newcomers, reciprocity through
sharing of each others’ best gifts, and mutual obligation to uphold the Treaty.

Royal Proclamation – CTV Ad

Share the Land – CTV Ad

Oral History – CTV Ad

Treaties in the Modern Context – CTV Ad

Treaties and Education – CTV Ad
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Public Education
During the 2010-2011 fiscal year the 5 commercials were run on
CTV in daytime and primetime slots. In addition to the CTV ads
the TRCM endeavoured to reach as many people through transit buses in Winnipeg and 9 billboards in Winnipeg, Dauphin,
Swan River, Flin Flon, and Selkirk with an estimated 3 million
views. With the creation of a new poster (with Commissioner
Wilson and Fred Penner), the TRCM was successful in generating new exposure and interest in its We Are All Treaty
People Campaign.

Mey-Mey-Noosh Camp
The TRCM supported Treaty Commemorations in six communities after receiving proposals from communities who were
celebrating their 100th and 135th years of entering into Treaty
with the Crown.
Commisioner Wilson and Fred Penner
Commemorations/Community/
Ceremonial Events

1. Fisher River Cree Nation 135 Year Treaty
Commemoration
This commemoration event was held on July 27, 2010 and
celebrated the entering into Treaty No.5. The event included
Speeches from Leadership and the Treaty Commissioner,
Re-enactment of Treaty Making, Pow-wow, Handing out of
Treaty Medals, Handing out of Traditional Treaty Provisions
(sugar, flour, tea), and a feast.

The TRCM takes pride in making significant strides in building
key relationships with First Nations, education institutions, researchers, governments and leaders in the community in an ef2. Fox Lake Cree Nation 100 Year Treaty
fort to promote the understanding of the Treaties and the Treaty
Commemoration
Relationship. It is our view that creating Treaty awareness and
This event was held between August 10 and August 15,
understanding in Manitoba and beyond can be supported by
2010 and celebrated the adhesion to Treaty No.5. The event
recognized Treaty Commemorations/Community/Ceremonial
included a Memorial Gathering of Families, Family Fun
Events throughout the province. Such events serve as important
Days, Gaming Activities, Celebrating the Urban Reserve,
mechanisms for showcasing the Treaties and all they entail. As
and Speeches from Leadership and Elders.
such, the TRCM embraces the opportunity to support events
which will in turn serve to create a greater understanding of 3. Mathias Colomb 100 Year Treaty Celebration
the Treaty Relationship.
This commemoration event was held on August 5, 2010
Throughout the 2010-11 fiscal year the TRCM has actively
and celebrated the adhesion to Treaty No.6. The event
supported communities in their Treaty Commemorations and
included a Treaty Re-Enactment, Traditional Pow-Wow,
Ceremonial Events. Events have been held to promote and enSpeeches from Elders and First Nation Dignitaries, as
hance the culture and traditions of First Nation communities
well as Honouring past Chiefs, Councillors, Elders, and
as they were at the time of Treaty Making. It is the TRCM’s
Community Members. Treaty Commissioner Wilson parview that creating Treaty awareness and understanding in
ticipated in the event as one of the speakers.
Manitoba and beyond can be supported by recognized Treaty
Commemorations and Monuments.
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4. O-Pipon-Na-Piwin Treaty Commemoration
This commemoration event was held on July 23, 2010 and
celebrated the Treaty adhesion signing of July 2006. The
event is planned to occur every four (4) years with the
unveiling of the Treaty Pipe and recounting of the Oral
History surrounding the establishment of the new community and adhesion to Treaty No.5.
5. Sayisi Dene First Nation 100 Year Treaty Day
Commemoration
This event was held on August 10 to August 12, 2010 and
celebrated the adhesion to Treaty No.5. The event included
Speeches from Leadership and Elders, Oral History/Story
Telling activities, Family Fun activities, Traditional Drum
Dance, Competitions, and Traditional Activities.

1. 8th Annual Traditional First Nations
Youth Gathering
This Ceremonial Event
held August 6 to August 10,
2010. Funding for the event
covered the cost of a traditional feast honouring previous Treaty Commissioner
Dennis White Bird and new
Treaty Commissioner James
Wilson.
2. Igniting the Fire

Gord Kern and
The Ceremonial Event was
Commisioner Wilson –
held on September 138th Annual First Natiions
September 16, 2010. Fund
Youth Gathering
ing for the event covered
the cost of bottled water for
the Elders.

3. Indigenous Bar Association and the Turtle Lodge I

Treaty Commissioner at the York Factory Treaty Commemoration
6. York Factory 100th Commemoration of Treaty #5
This event was held on August 10, 2010 and celebrated
the adhesion to Treaty No.5. The event included Speeches
from Leadership, Dignitaries, and Treaty Commissioner
Wilson, Handing out of Traditional Treaty Provisions
(sugar and flour), Entertainment, Monument Unveiling,
and Videography.
The TRCM assisted in the Community Event – Folklorama
from August 1-7, 2010. The TRCM participated in planning meetings with Pavilion partners: Dakota Ojibway
Tribal Council, University of Winnipeg, Manito Ahbee, and
Indigenous Leadership Development Institute. The TRCM developed communication tools and advertising material for the
Community Event. The TRCM utilized Speakers Bureau members for the TRCM Exhibitor Booth.
The TRCM provided financial support for seven Ceremonial
Events who had Treaties and the Treaty Relationship as a part
of their event.

This Ceremonial Event was held August 27 to August 29,
2010. Funding for the event covered the cost of the feast
between the Indigenous Bar Association and First Nation
Elders.
4. Indigenous Bar Association and the Turtle Lodge II
The Ceremonial Event was held on September 17September 18, 2010. Funding for the event covered the cost
of the feast between the Federal Court Judges, Indigenous
Bar Association, and First Nation Elders.
5. Mey Mey Noosh Camp
This Ceremonial Event was held August 13 to August 20,
2010. Funding for the event covered the cost of a feast between First Nation Elders and First Nations Youth.
6. National Treaties 1-11 Gathering
The Ceremonial Event was held on October 12-October 15,
2010. Funding for the event covered the cost of a feast
at a Round Dance honouring the Treaties and Treaty
Relationship.
7. Restoring Children to the Centre of our Lives
The Ceremonial Event was held July 26-July 29, 2010.
Funding for the event covered the cost of a feast for First
Nations Traditional Healers and Youth.
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Speakers Bureau
Through dialogue and information sharing the Speakers Bureau
is a service provided by the TRCM that is working to create an
understanding about the historical and contemporary issues that
relate to Treaty and the Treaty Relationship. The Speakers Bureau
was launched in 2006 and has increased participation to 30 active members from the Treaty territories in Manitoba who are
well versed with knowledge and experience about the Treaties.
Speakers Bureau Objectives:
•

Raise awareness of Treaties and their importance;

•

Raise awareness of the rights and obligations associated
with Treaties;

•

Facilitate discussion on Treaties;

•

Promote the concept “We Are All Treaty People”; and

•

Enhance the Treaty Relationship

Allen Sutherland Presenting the Historical Timeline

The Speakers Bureau is a communications mechanism that is Roseau River Anishinabe First Nation Students at TRCM
adaptable to each audience. The Speakers provide expert knowledge; have individual presentation styles and a wide variety of
resources. Presentations are dynamic and inspirational as the
Speakers raise awareness about the Treaties and their importance throughout Manitoba.
The Speakers Bureau has had a positive 2010-2011 fiscal year.
Utilizing all 30 speakers from the roster, the TRCM has reached
educational institutions and students, various levels of government departments, the City of Winnipeg departments, private
sector business and First Nation communities. As awareness
continues to increase, the Speakers Bureau has held 91 events
Speakers Bureau Presentation
with a total of 2,866 participants being reached.

Jean Friesen
Speakers Bureau

Profile

Dr. Jean Friesen is a Professor of History at the University of Manitoba who specializes in the history of Aboriginal-European relations particularly in 19th century.
She has written about Treaties 1 & 3 and has served as an expert witness in court
cases related to hunting and resource use issues. Jean has also worked for 6 years
at the National Museum in Ottawa; from 1990 to 2003 she represented the Wolseley
Constituency in the Manitoba Legislature and from 1999-2003 was Manitoba’s Minister
of Intergovernmental Affairs and Deputy Premier of Manitoba.
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Further, the Speakers Bureau participated in multiple public
tradeshows and conferences in Winnipeg that provided additional exposure to the TRCM, Speakers Bureau and TRCM
website. Evaluation forms from the participants all highlight
the progress the TRCM Speakers Bureau is making and demonstrates the continued efforts needed to raise awareness about
the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship.
As the TRCM continues to develop its message and broaden the
Brown Bag Lunch Session – Allen Sutherland
understanding of the Treaties and the Treaty Relationship for
all Manitoban’s, TRCM Partners and members of the Speakers
Bureau participated in two (2) Focus Groups on September
8 & 9, 2010. The objective of the Focus Groups was to explore the We Are All Treaty People message and develop a
Communications Strategy as the TRCM moves forward with
expanding the message.
Learning Centre
To ensure an inclusive and integrated design approach, the
TRCM engaged the support of a committee consisting of members of the TRCM, the AMC and INAC. Consulting with the
AMC/TRCM Elders Council was integral to ensuring recognition and integration of traditional knowledge into the overall concept.

Brown Bag Lunch Session – Dave Courchene

On September 23, 2009 the TRCM celebrated the Grand
Opening of the Learning Centre for Treaty Education and
Awareness with an open house. The TRCM followed traditional
protocols and held a Pipe Ceremony to honour the Learning
Centre and the intentions of the design and development. Elder
The concept and usability of a user friendly environment in- Bob Wasicuna provided the TRCM with guidance, wisdom, and
cludes the four (4) directions and circular elements reflecting spiritual support for the success of the Learning Centre.
an organic and holistic approach. The intent is to engage school The Learning Centre is intended to provide an opportunity for
aged children in the Treaty discussion and the design allows for all Manitobans to learn more about the Treaties and the Treaty
cultural appropriate activities such as smudging and ceremonies. Relationship thus building stronger relationships and mutual
respect in the community. Continuing our previous success with
the Brown Bag Lunch Series, the TRCM re-launched the one
hour speaking engagements during this fiscal year. In this fiscal
year the Learning Centre has had 25 engagements and reached
275 individuals.
In addition, the TRCM hosted events through the Learning
Centre in partnership with the University of Winnipeg and
University of Manitoba.
•

A Panel Discussion focussing on the TRCM’s key message ‘We Are All Treaty People’ was held on March 16,
2011. Panelists included Treaty Commissioner Wilson, Dr.
Julie Pelletier, Elder Harry Bone, and Allen Sutherland.
The event was attended by 100 students and professors
at the University of Winnipeg and covered by APTN
National News.
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“The Brown Bag Lunch Series offered by the TRCM has
been terrific – very rewarding both professionally and
personally. The presentations have been relaxed, relevant
and very informative. They have provided a perspective
of our collective history that is often not known or well
understood. I have also found the presenters to be very
approachable and receptive to all types of questions. The
staff at the TRCM office is great, very welcoming, and
helpful. I commend and thank the staff for their efforts
with this wonderful series.” —Barb Ford
•

A Treaty Awareness Week was held at the University of
Manitoba on March 28-31, 2011. The Learning Centre
booth was placed in the Mall of the University and presentations on the Treaties and Treaty Relationship by Elder
Harry Bone, Allen Sutherland, and David Costello were
conducted.

Resource Library

Kinikinik Play at TRCM Learning Centre, performed by
JH Burns High School
as a resource that can be left in the classroom or as part of
the TRCM Tool Kit so that students can use the Script to engage each other in discussions about the Treaties and the Treaty
Relationship. Further, accompanying the Play Bill/Script are
study questions that essentially ask what have you learned and
what did you think. To engage the audience in a meaningful
way, the TRCM had costumes developed depicting the three (3)
animals highlighted within the play: Turtle, Beaver and Wolf.
All costumes are housed at the TRCM for future use and promotion of Kinikinik.

The TRCM Resource Library has continued to expand over the
course of the year. Due to the nature of the materials and sensitivity to original documents, the TRCM requires the use of the
materials onsite and through reproduction. In an effort to better
serve and increase users, the TRCM will continue to develop
and enhance the Treaty collection.
Website
Kinikinik: A Treaty Play by ian ross
Kinikinik: A Treaty Play by Ian Ross is a short instructive
piece of theatre that seeks to enlighten those who experience
it. Kinikinik serves to educate and share experiences relative
to Treaty and the Treaty Relationship. The story and issues
are explored through three main characters who act as guides
to those who view the play; Turtle, Beaver and Wolf. Written
for all ages with a focus on a youthful audience; the play will
serve as an adaptable tool for exploration of themes surrounding
Treaties. Ultimately, the message of Kinikinik lies in the fact
that ‘We Are All Treaty People.’
In an effort to promote and utilize Kinikinik at various events
and in the public school system, the TRCM developed tools to
further enhance the performance of the play as a medium to introduce Kinikinik as a resource tool to teach about the Treaties
in a fun and dynamic way. A Play Bill/Script was developed

The TRCM website (www.trcm.ca) is the hub of the TRCM’s
Communications Strategy as it is a vault of information for
the general public. Its users are from all demographics with
wide and varied interests and motivations for learning and understanding the Treaties. The TRCM continually develops the
website to ensure that the usability is increased by teachers and
students, knowledge seekers and the general public.
Over the year, key performance evaluators indicate that the
TRCM has more than tripled its volume in website hits. By
count, the website averages 1,600 visitors per month. The increase in statistics can be attributed to the “We Are All Treaty
People” campaign, outreach strategy and Speakers Bureau.
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Research
The TRCM Research Strategy was developed by Dr. Winona Wheeler in early 2007 following
a series of discussions with the MOA parties, Academics, and Elders. The TRCM received
an extensive set of recommendations on a myriad of research topics. The research projects
were selected by ensuring concurrence with the areas identified in the MOA, capacity to fill
the gaps in literature, and expanding Treaty knowledge.
The Research Strategy was presented, discussed, and approved by the parties to the MOA through the TRCM
Technical Working Group (TWG) and Joint Seniors Officials
Committee (JSOC) tables. As a result, several projects have

been commissioned since 2007. The overall Research Strategy
has been held in abeyance since the 2009-2010 fiscal year.
However, two significant projects moved forward: the OHP and
ATLAS projects.

Manitoba Treaties Oral History Project –
Treaty Elders’ Teachings Series
In July 2006 the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba
(TRCM) and the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) entered into a Protocol Agreement on the Manitoba Treaties Oral
History Project (OHP). From October 2006 to December 2008,
the OHP Research Team met with 61 of the 64 Manitoba First
Nations and held fourteen Focus Groups, seven Community
Forums and sixty Follow-up Elder Interviews that included 228
Elders from the seven Treaty areas and five Manitoba linguistic
groups including the Dakota Nation.
Although the original intent of OHP was to prepare a Final
Report, the focus shifted during the field research and a four volume series of “Treaty Elders’ Teachings” was then envisioned
to help educate the general public on Elders perspectives of
the history of the Treaties and First Nations people. The series
consists primarily of selected teachings from the Anishinaabeg,
Anishininwak, Ininiwak, Dakota Oyate and Denesulene Elders
in Manitoba.
During the drafting of the Treaty Elders’ Teachings series,
the AMC Council of Elders and former Treaty Commissioner
Dennis White Bird served as the Ethics Review and Editorial
Board for the four volume series which includes:
•

Untuwe Pi Kin He – Who We Are: Treaty Elders
Teachings Volume I by Doris Pratt, Harry Bone and the
Treaty and Dakota Elders of Manitoba with contributions
by the AMC Council of Elders and Darren H. Courchene;

Dene Elders reviewing the Treaty Elders Teaching Series

Ojibwe Elders Reviewing the Treaty Elders Teaching Sereies
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Research
•

Ka’esi Wahkotumahk Aski – Our Relations With The
Land: Treaty Elders Teachings Volume II with authorship
to be held by D’Arcy Linklater, Harry Bone and the Treaty
and Dakota Elders of Manitoba;

•

Dtantu Balai Betl Nahidei – Our Relations to the
Newcomers: Treaty Elders Teachings Volume III with
authorship to be held by Harry Bone and the Treaty and
Dakota Elders of Manitoba; and

Editorial Board Meeting
Gakina Gidagwi’igoomin Anishinaabewiyang – We Are
All Treaty People: Treaty Elders Teachings Volume IV The project itself has four major phases with specific deliverwith authorship to be held by Harry Bone, Wayne Scott and ables as described below:
the Treaty and Dakota Elders of Manitoba.
Phase I – October 1, 2007 – March 31, 2008 [Initiation of
In March 2011, a final regional
Project]: Creation of a Research Team/Editorial Board which was
forum was held in Winnipeg with
to be made up of University and public scholars, INAC Treaty
the Anishinaabeg, Dakota and
Researcher, Province of Manitoba Researcher, AMC Treaty
Ininiwak Elders to review their
Researcher, AMC Council of Elders Representatives, and TRCM
contributions and provide consent.
Staff; Comprehensive Literature Review/Environmental Scan
The first volume is now complete
which would include compiling a list of land use and occupancy
and we are currently waiting on
studies completed by individual First Nations; Compilation of
additional Elders to provide conmaps and other visual representations of Manitoba First Nations;
sent. Once all clearances have
Identification of gaps in literature; Development of research
been received, by the contribut- Ila Bussidor and Elder
strategy; Base Map development; Proposal Development and
ing Elders, the TRCM will release Rubina Yassi at the March Submissions; and Research Team meetings.
Volume I for distribution.
2011 Review Session
Phase II – April 1, 2008 – March 31, 2009 [Research]:

•

The Historical Atlas of First Nations in Development of large and small scale research projects under
the supervision of an Editorial Board Member; Selection of CoManitoba – Atlas Portfolio
Editors for the atlas; Preliminary outline of the Atlas to be develThe “Atlas Project” arises out of a series of consultations with oped; Cartographic development; and Research Team meetings.
the MOA parties [Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs and Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada], First Nation leaders, Elders, com- Phase III – April 1, 2009 – March 31, 2010 [Research
munity members, and Treaty researchers. This culminated in and Map Development]: Follow-up research; Portfolio dethe drafting of the TRCM Research Strategy which included a velopment; Poster map development; Indigenous toponomy
section called: Livelihood & Manitoba First Nations Traditional research; revision of outline of Atlas; Proposal Development
Knowledge and Practices and finally the project itself in 2007. and Submissions; Cartographic development; and Research
Throughout the consultations the Elders from the AMC Council Team meetings.
Phase IV – April 1, 2010 – March 31, 2012 [Writing and Map
of Elders were instrumental in moving this project forward.
Given the breadth and depth of this project – 64 First Nations, 5 Development]: Research Team meetings, Atlas Plate Editing,
language groups, 7 Treaty regions, as well as the large number and Publication of the Atlas Portfolio.
of contributors, this project engages and involves many individu- The Atlas Project Editorial Board consists of 10 permanent memals, organizations, and First Nations with vast areas of expertise. bers from a variety of specialties and community involvements:
The end result will be the Historical Atlas of First Nations in
Manitoba by 31 March 2011.
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Dr. Frank Tough and Meika
Taylor reviewing the
Atlas Plates

Dr. Winona Wheeler
discussing base map
for atlas

Co-Editors/Lead Researchers
Dr. Frank Tough, Professor, University of Alberta
Dr. Winona Wheeler, Associate Professor, University of
Saskatchewan
Elders
Doris Pratt, Sioux Valley Dakota Nation
D’Arcy Linklater, Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation
Volunteer Editorial Board Members
James Wilson, Treaty Commissioner, Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba
Dr. Frank Deer, Associate Professor, University of Manitoba
Ralph Abramson, Executive Director, Treaty and
Aboriginal Rights Research Centre
Victor Lytwyn, Historical Geographer, Independent
Consulting
Anne Lindsay, Research Assistant, Centre for Rupert’s
Land Studies

Plate 7

Treaty Land Entitlement Process (Ralph
Abramson);

Plate 8

Economic Change in the Reserve Transition Era,
1870-1900 (Frank Tough);

Plate 9

First Nations Political Organization, ca. 800-2000
CE (Darren Courchene);

Plate 10 Ochekwi Sipi (Fisher River) Cree First Nation
(Winona Wheeler); and
Plate 11 Zaagiing (Sagkeeng) First Nation (Darren
Courchene).
Four additional plates are currently under development for inclusion into the Atlas Portfolio – First Nations Economic History
by Frank Tough, the Anishinaabeg by Darren Courchene,
Residential Schools in Manitoba by Winona Wheeler, and
Manitoba First Nation Sanatoriums by Mary-Jane McCallum.
The Atlas Portfolio will include a preface, acknowledgements, introduction, indigenous place names map, the 15 atlas plates, and bibliography – a mini-publication in itself. The
Atlas Portfolio will also be used to recruit additional authors
and contributors for the two volumes that are the final goal of
this project.
The Historical Atlas of First Nations in Manitoba Volume I:
Historical Development will consist of 36 atlas plates exploring historical information based on the following major themes:
the land and the people; newcomers among us; the Treaties and
Treaty Relationship; the land speaks to us; reserve transition era;
and rebuilding the Treaty Relationship.

The Historical Atlas of First Nations in Manitoba Volume
II: First Nations Community Profiles will consist of 64 atlas plates exploring the histories of First Nation Communities
Darren Courchene, Researcher, Independent Consulting
with population statistics, original surveys, historical narratives,
The Editorial Board had a goal of developing 25 plates to creleadership lists, major developments, current situations, and
ate an Atlas Portfolio to submit to outside sources for additional
historical photographs.
funding. The Research Team was only able to complete 11 draft
The project is actively seeking additional scholars, researchatlas plates:
ers, and communities to contribute to the development of atPlate 1 Star Knowledge (Darren Courchene);
las plates in both volumes. Please contact the Treaty Relations
Plate 2 Fur Trade Exploration (Victor Lytwyn);
Commission of Manitoba if you are interested in assisting us in
Plate 3 Selkirk Treaty (Anne Lindsay and Jennifer Brown); developing or funding this unique and historical project.
Plate 4

Manitoba, 1870 (Frank Tough);

Plate 5

Treaties 1 and 2, Land and Territories (Frank Tough);

Plate 6

Education (Frank Deer);
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Facilitation
When the Treaties were made in Manitoba the discussions were about building relationships,
settlement and opportunities for all people to succeed in this land. Treaties define the relationship between people; the Crown and First Nations. Like any relationship it takes a continual commitment to make things work and evolve. Treaty Relationships are no different;
they entail reciprocity, respect and a commitment to work together to build a stronger and
healthier nation.
The TRCM mandate also requires that we facilitate an open discussion in respect to the Treaty Relationship, Treaty Rights and
the differing views of the Treaties. The TRCM does not advocate for the First Nations or Crown perspective of the Treaties
but works to create dialogue and understanding of those perspectives while maintaining principles of honour and respect in
our co-existence. Working together to increase the knowledge Dennis White Bird, Grand Chief Ron Evans, Jon Gerrard,
of the Treaties will lead our future generations in the spirit of Hugh McFadyen, Premier Greg Selinger and Lieutenant Governor
fostering understanding of cultural diversity and its importance Phillip Lee
to our unique society.
First Nations Treaty Day at the Manitoba
Legislature – MAY 12, 2010
Treaty Day at the Manitoba Legislative Assembly was developed in partnership between Manitoba Aboriginal and Northern
Affairs, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, the Treaty Relations
Commission of Manitoba and Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada (INAC). The purpose of this event was to honour and
raise awareness of Treaties and their importance in the creation
of Canada and later, Manitoba.

Elder Peter Atkinson Speaking
at Treaty Day

“While it’s easy to think of the Treaties as history, we
must keep in mind they are as relevant today as they
were the day they were signed. The Treaties are not
frozen in time. They are living agreements fundamental to the Manitoba we know today. Understanding
the Treaties is crucial to understanding where we’ve
been and where we’re going collectively, as Manitobans
and Canadians.”
—Hon. Greg Selinger, Premier of Manitoba

Manitoba Elders performing the Sunrise Ceremony
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“All of us were represented when the Treaties were
signed, either by Chiefs...or by the Crown. The Treaties
involved shared benefits...these shared benefits are
reflected in how we, today, share citizenship and
residency in our country, Canada.”
—Hon. Jon Gerrard, Leader of the Liberal Party

Premier Greg Selinger Officially Proclaiming First Nations
Treaty Day at the Manitoba Legislature

Manitoba Chiefs Presenting the Beaded Mace Runner
and Star Pillow to the Manitoba Legislative Assembly

Ms. Anna Parenteau Making the Opening Prayer

Constable Cecil Sveinson, Dennis White Bird and Police
Chief McCaskill

Dennis White Bird and Grand Chief Ron Evans at First Nations Treaty
Day at the Manitoba Legislature
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Facilitation
Provincial representatives welcomed First Nations Chiefs, the
Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba, the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs and Indian and Northern Affairs Canada to
the Manitoba Legislative Chamber to recognize together the
significance of Treaties with a Treaty proclamation, exchange
of gifts and presentations, including a Treaty Advocacy Award,
and a beaded table runner and mace pillow to the chamber.

Manitoba Chiefs Listening to Opening Remarks

Delegates at the Grand Entry

“The Treaties are more that words on a paper...
the Treaties are important because they signify mutual respect, a desire to work together toward a better
future, a recognition of the importance of all people
on this land that we all love and share....”

Niji Mahkwa School Choir Singing O’Canada in Cree

—Mr. Hugh McFayden, Leader of the
Official Opposition

Spirit Sands Drum Group Singing an Honour Song
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Dennis White Bird Presenting the Treaty Advocacy Award
to the Late Oscar Lathlin’s Family
Treaty Advocacy Award
The first annual award was presented by the TRCM to one recipient who has shown dedication and commitment to the building of a better relationship between First Nations and NonFirst Nations in Manitoba. The first recipient of the award was
the late Honourable Minister Oscar Lathlin in recognition of
his personal commitment to advocating the understanding of
the importance of the Treaties and Treaty Relationship to all
Manitobans. His wife and daughter accepted the posthumous
award on his behalf.

to the Conservation portfolio. Oscar was previously the NDP
critic for Northern Affairs. He also served as critic for Native
Affairs, Constitutional Development, and finally the Aboriginal
and Northern Affairs portfolio with responsibilities for the
Community Economic Development Fund.
How Ottawa Works

To further enhance the understanding of the processes, policies,
and regulations stipulated by the Government of Canada, the
TRCM engaged CP Strategies to deliver a workshop aimed at
targeting key areas that directly affect organizations such as the
Oscar Lathlin was born and raised at the Opaskwayak Cree
TRCM. The workshop provided insight and an opportunity to
Nation (OCN) in northern Manitoba. He left his community in
strategize the development of stronger working relationships
order to attend high school at Frontier Collegiate in Cranberry
Portage where he graduated in 1969. Subsequent to his graduation he returned to OCN where he was employed as the
Band Manager.
Oscar later worked for the Federal Government in various senior management roles. In 1979 Oscar became the Executive
Director of the Swampy Cree Tribal Council and in 1985 was
elected Chief of the Opaswayak Cree Nation. Oscar served as
a Board Member of the Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakinak
and the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs in addition he served on
various committees for the Assembly of First Nations. Oscar
also served as a member of the Policy Advisory Committee of
the Brandon University Native Teacher Education Program.
In 1990, Oscar was elected as the New Democratic Party member of the Manitoba Legislature for the constituency of the Pas.
On October 5, 1999, former Premier Gary Doer appointed him AMC Council of Elders at How Ottawa Works Presentation
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Facilitation
with the Government of Canada. The workshop was held at the were educators themselves or work closely with an educational
TRCM office on January 26, 2011 with the Council of Elders, institution and believe changes to the current educational system
TRCM staff, and AMC staff in attendance.
need to include First Nation perspectives and values.
The six organizations included: Indian and Northern Affairs
Facilitated Discussion: Education in the
Canada (INAC), Manitoba Education (ME), Assembly of
Context of Treaty
Manitoba Chiefs (AMC), Manitoba First Nations Education
The Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba (TRCM) had Resource Centre (MFNERC), Assembly of First Nations (AFN)
undertaken an initiative that brought together participants from and TRCM, with educators, Elders and youth participation. The
organizations for a Facilitated Discussion. This group met on two days were facilitated by two University scholars: Sherry
February 15 & 16, 2011 at the historical gathering place of First Peden (Brandon University) and Dawn Wallin (University of
Nations, the Forks, in Winnipeg Manitoba. Together the work Manitoba). The two facilitators planned the session to ensure
to develop strategies that will increase the quality of education all participants had an opportunity to partake in the discussion
for all of Manitoba First Nation students at the elementary, sec- over the two days.
ondary and post-secondary levels was begun. Many participants

Treaty Commissioner with INAC Reps at Facilitated Discussion

Treaty Commissioner with Reps from Manitoba Education
from the Event

Participants at the Facilitated Discussion – February 15
& 16, 2011
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Conclusion
Since the inception of the TRCM, the past five (5) years have
been a challenging and exciting endeavor in strengthening, rebuilding and enhancing the Treaty Relationship.
This past year has involved numerous meetings with various First Nation communities, political organizations, key
Federal and Provincial Government departments, Educational
Institutions and both national and provincial political parties.
In 2010-11, the TRCM has actively promoted the “We Are All
Treaty People” campaign through various mediums. The public
education campaign has served as an excellent opportunity to
initiate dialogue amongst the general public about their understanding and role within the Treaty Relationship.
As we move forward, the TRCM will continue to develop the
key messages through our Learning Centre and Speakers Bureau
in support of the overall campaign serving to support the TRCM
mandate overall.
Over the past year, the TRCM has also had the opportunity to facilitate Treaty related discussions amongst various Governments,
First Nation communities and organizations. Several priority areas have been highlighted through this process and will be taken
forward to our principal partners for discussion and feedback.

Commissioner Wilson, Parks Canada Staff, and Elders at
Lower Fort Garry

The TRCM would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone, including TRCM staff members and the Elders that have
been involved in the work of the TRCM for their steadfast hard
Discussions and progress are ongoing on many fronts with re- work, patience and commitment in their efforts to achieving
spect to the Treaty Education Initiative and the TRCM will con- common ground on these most important issues.
tinue to provide supports where appropriate as we move forward Gakina gidagwii’igoomin Anishinaabeg
(We Are All Treaty People)
to province wide distribution and implementation.
While much has been achieved these past five (5) years, much
work remains. The TRCM looks forward to an on-going healthy
and positive working relationship with its partners and the community as we move forward towards a mandate renewal.

Joel Edye-Rowntree, Project Coordinator, TRCM

TRCM Treaty Medal Mural
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Kississing
Lake

Sisipuk Lake
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TRADITIONAL FIRST NATION
COMMUNITY NAMES
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River with lots of fish.

Chemawawin (Easterville)
Kinosawi Sipi (Norway House)

Ochekwi Sipi (Fisher River)

Sapotawayak means where the water or river runs through.
Where the lake/river splits into two passage ways.
Wusko is "Birch" in Cree.

Pimicikamak (Cross Lake)
Sapotaweyak (Pelican Rapids)
Tastaskweyak (Split Lake)
Wuskwi Sipihk (Birch River)

Jackfish Lake
Ashes floating on the lake (Tadoule Lake)
Sayisi Dene also refers to Eastern Dene.

Dahlu T’ua (Lac Brochet)
Tes-He-Olie Twe (Tadoule Lake)

A place for gardening or the hill where the garden is planted.
Red Sucker Lake

Mithkwamepin Thaakkahikan
(Red Sucker Lake)

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:
Kistiganwacheeng (Garden Hill)

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Oji-Cree Communities:

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Dene Communities:

Winter camp along the shores of South Indian Lake.
Where the rivers cross.

O-Pipon-Na-Piwin
(South Indian Lake)

Pikeral Narrows. Okaw is the cree word for pickeral.

Named after the animal: Fisher.

Nisichawayasihk (Nelson House)

Opas-kway-ow in Cree means the place where there
is upward growth of trees/vegetation/brush.

Where the three rivers (Footprint/Rat/Burntwood) meet.

Mosakahiken (Moose Lake)

Opaskwayak (Opaskwayak)

"Mosa" is Cree for Moose and "Sakikan" is lake in Cree.

Moosocoot (Ilford)

Okawamithikani (Granville Lake)

"Misi" means big and "Pawistik" means rapids in Cree.
Mooso is the Cree word for moose and ocot is Cree for nose.

Misipawistik (Grand Rapids)

Named after a community leader.
Named after the first Chief of the community.

"Manto" means God in Cree and "Sipi" means river.

Manto Sipi (God’s River)
Mathias Colomb (Pukatawagan)

Manto is the Cree word for God and Sakikan is the Cree word for lake.

Manto Sakikan (God’s Lake)
Marcel Colomb (Lynn Lake)

Where two rivers meet together.
Makaso is the Cree word for Fox and Sakikan is the Cree word for lake.
It said that there were a lot of foxes in the area.

Makaso Sakikan (Fox Lake)

Kisipakakamak in Cree means "the water ends".
Brochet is located at the North East end of Reindeer Lake.
Kisematawa (Shamattawa)

Kisipakakamak (Brochet)

Kischewaskahegan (York Landing) Refers to the trading post at York Factory. Kische waskagan means the main house in Cree.

Derived from Pinipawinipi which in Cree means the water falls and dips.
There is an area in Oxford Lake which seems to dip or fall.
Chemwawin in Cree means fishing with two canoes across from each other pulling a net.

Bunibonibee (Oxford House)

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Cree Communities:
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Red Sucker
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Red Cross Lake
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It should be noted that there is no standardized spelling formats for the Cree, Ojibway, Oji-Cree (Island Lake Area),
Dakota and Dene languages in English. The spelling of the traditional place names on the map and in the legend has
incorporated the Roman Orthography approach in an attempt to duplicate the First Nation verbal pronunciation into an
English sounding word. Another point to remember is that there can be additional place names for the First Nation with a
different spelling. The traditional place names on this map and its interpretation is a generally accepted name by the
community members. In some cases, the Traditional Name is the literal translation for the community.
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Explanatory Note
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Chankagha Otinta

Playgreen Lake

Kinosawi Sipi

Molson Lake

Pimicikamak

Walker Lake

Sipiwesk Lake
Cross Lake
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Gaa-gwekwekojiwang
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5
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Setting Lake

Ishkwaawinaaning Zaaskajiwaning
Family Lake
Ginoozhewishtigwaaning
Gaa-wiikwedaawangaag
Misko-ziibiing
Mishi-baawitigong
Obashkodeyaang
Sasaginnigak
Lake Saint Martin
Ojijaako-ziibiing
Lake
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Binemoodaang Ochekwi Sipi

Lake
Winnipegosis

Moose
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Talbot Lake

Hargrave Lake

Wekusko Lake
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Means Maria Portage. A Maria (fish) was seen swimming across
the portage after it had flooded.
Is the meaning for the word bay.

Minithayinikam
(St. Theresa Point)
Waasikamaank (Wasagamack)

Partridge Crop Place

Binemoodaang (Pinaymootang)

The lake (Swan Lake) that is curved.

Gaa-biskigamaag (Swan Lake)

Along the sandy shore.

Blood River
The point by the water.

Misko-ziibiing (Bloodvein)
Neyaashing (Buffalo Point)

Wewezhigaabawing
(Waywayseecappo)

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:

Wakhpetunwin Otinta
(Dakota Plains)

Saskatoon River: there are an abundance of Saskatoon bushes along the river.

Home of the Dakotas.
Leaf dwellers

Dakota Tipi (Dakota Tipi)

Wipazoka Wakpa (Sioux Valley)

Pipestone River, a pipe was found along the river.

Chanupa Wakpa (Canupawakpa)

Chankagha Otinta (Birdtail Sioux) The people were referred to as the people of the "Log Houses".

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Dakota Communities:

Dauphin River

Research and Development Unit (ATRA)

Copyright 2009 © Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre Inc.

Zaaskajiwaning (Dauphin River)

At the mouth of the river place.

Hole in the water.
Standing at attention.

Waanibiigaaw (Hollow Water)

Zaagiing (Sagkeeng)

Roseau River
The new reserve. Peguis is also named after Chief Peguis.

Oshki-ishkonigan (Peguis)

Crane River
Okwewanashko-ziibiing
(Rouseau River)

Ojijaako-ziibiing
(O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi)

Obashkodeyaang (Lake St. Martin) High bluff

Pine Creek

Mememwi-ziibiing (Berens River)

Large Rapids Place

Pigeon River

Makadewaagamijiwanoonsing
(Black River)

Mishi-baawitigong
(Little Grand Rapids)

Liitle Black Flowing Water

Ishkwaawinaaning (Skownan)

Mina'igo-ziibiing (Pine Creek)

Jackhead Place
At the edge of the land before the next place.

Ginoozhewishtigwaaning
(Jackhead)

Giizhigoowining (Keeseekoowenin) Sky Man

It describes the shoreline where the community is located.

Gaa-wiikwedaawangaag
(Sandy Bay)

Water that flows back and forth.

Gaa-wiikwedaawangaag
(Little Saskatchewan)

Gaa-gwekwekojiwang
(Ebb & Flow)

Gaa-ginooshkodeyaag (Long Plain) Place of the long plain.

Valley River

Dootinaawi-ziibiing
(Tootinaowaziibeeng)

Ditibineya-ziibiing (Rolling River) Rolling River Place

Brokenhead River
Sandy Narrows

Azaadiwi-ziibiing (Poplar River)

Bawingaasi-ziibing
(Pauingassi)

Poplar River Place

Ataagewininiing (Gamblers)
Baaskaandibewi-ziibiing
(Brokenhead)

Dog Creek or Dog River
Gambling Man Place

Animo-ziibiing (Lake Manitoba)

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Ojibway Communities:

A place for gardening or the hill where the garden is planted.
Red Sucker Lake

Mithkwamepin Thaakkahikan
(Red Sucker Lake)

Interpretation of
First Nation Traditional Name:

Kistiganwacheeng (Garden Hill)

Traditional Name
of First Nation:

Oji-Cree Communities:

Notes
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